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Abstract
The accurate and continuous monitoring of both instantaneous and cumulative exposure to
UV-light is of great relevance for dermatology and skin care to avoid damages to the dermis
and epidermis and, ultimately, prevent melanoma. Here, we demonstrate flexible thin-film
phototransistors based on amorphous Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide (a-IGZO) semiconductor
whose optical band-gap (3.05 eV) enables monitoring of the entire UV-spectrum. At the same
time, the device structure together with a new read-out scheme consisting of a rectangular
modulation of the gate-source voltage allow for both real time and cumulative measurement
of UV-light intensity. Thanks to its design and thickness, the optoelectronic properties of the
sensor remain unaffected after 2000 bending cycles down to radii of 6 mm. Furthermore, the
device can be encapsulated with a thin Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer to achieve a
compliant adhesion with the skin and enable wearable applications.
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Ultraviolet (UV) radiation, which is part of the sunlight spectrum with wavelengths
ranging from 280 nm to 400 nm, is considered as one of the main cause of melanoma skin
cancers[1]. It is estimated that one out of five Americans will develop skin cancer in their
lifetime[2]. As Earth’s protective ozone layer becomes thinner[3] the prevention of exposure to
dangerous UV-intensities is of crucial interest[4]. Data on instantaneous and cumulative UV
exposures provide important information for dermatology, skin and general healthcare and
eventually help to prevent damages to the dermis, epidermis[5] or eyes[6]. Wearable and, more
recently, epidermal or skin-like devices, such as UV-dosimeter temporary tattoos[7] or highly
stretchable photodetectors[8] have shown great potential to achieve accurate and unobtrusive
sensing of important bio-signals and represent a promising technology for health
monitoring[9,10].
Among the palette of materials, wide bandgap semiconductors, such as ZnO and its
composites (Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide (IGZO), Indium-Zinc-Oxide (IZO), Zinc-Tin-Oxide
(ZTO), etc.) can be used for UV-photodetection[11]. Research in recent years has established
amorphous IGZO (a-IGZO) as one of the most promising semiconductors for thin-film
transistors[11] thanks to its attractive properties including high mobility (10 cm2/Vs)[12], low
temperature and large area deposition, operational stability[13] and the suitability for
integration into flexible electronics[14]. Such technology could also replace polysilicon in the
active matrix of displays[15] which could benefit from the integration of UV-light sensors for
automated adaption of display brightness to the environmental illumination conditions. In
addition, the optical bandgap of a-IGZO is ~3.05 eV[16], which makes this material an
excellent candidate for detection of the whole UV-spectrum[17] in contrast to ZnSnO or ZnO
which have bandgaps around 3.3 eV[18,19], corresponding to 368 nm (Figure 1 (a)). The
measured optical absorption of a 20 nm thick a-IGZO layer deposited by magnetron
sputtering at room temperature is measured by UV-vis spectroscopy and presented in
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Figure 1 (b). The curve shows that the absorption rises as soon as the light wavelength reaches
the UV-regime. Furthermore, Figure 1 (b) presents the spectra of the LED light sources used
for the light-dependent characterization of the fully fabricated sensors.
The photofield-effect and the photosensitive characteristics of rigid a-IGZO TFTs
have been widely studied[16,20]. One main drawback of such devices, as well as of ZnSnO[21]
TFTs, is the long recovery time (in the range of 12-22 hours)[20,21] which limits the sensor
operations for real time detection. To date, there are only few reports on a-IGZO TFT based
UV-sensors with a recovery time in the range of seconds[22] but they are based on rigid
structures. Other approaches, using rigid ZnO TFT based UV-sensors, are unattractive for
mobile devices because of their high operating voltage[19]. ZnO nanowires can also be
employed as semiconductor material in thin film transistors for instantaneous UV-light
measurements[23] but their higher sensitivity, thanks to the increased surface to volume ratio,
usually comes at costs of more complex processing.
In this communication, we present a mechanically flexible a-IGZO thin-film transistor
(TFT) based UV-sensor fabricated on free-standing polyimide foil (Kapton E), and then
encapsulated in a thin and transparent Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer which enables
direct lamination on skin. Furthermore, we show a new measurement concept based on a
rectangular AC modulation of the gate-source voltage (VGS) which simultaneously enables
real-time detection and the read-out of the cumulative dosage due to the long-term charge
carrier storage in the gate dielectric[24]. Our device enables a low operating voltage of 6 V and
a low power consumption of about 1 mW. In addition to skincare, our approach is also
compatible with state-of-the art process technology used for display applications, due to
similar device architecture as well as compatible materials[11,25]. This prospects the application
of a-IGZO TFTs for both pixel driving, as well as for UV-sensing and light intensity
adaptation.
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The a-IGZO TFTs are designed employing a bottom-gate configuration and fabricated
at low temperature on free-standing polyimide foils to allow large area processing (see the
experimental section for more details). Figure 1 (c) shows a sketch of the device and
highlights the active layers and the substrate/encapsulation stack. The transfer characteristic
of a TFT is shown in the Figure S1. The electrical characteristics yield a current on/off ratio
in the order of 107, a linear mobility of 20.07 cm2·V-1·s-1 and a threshold voltage VTh = 0.72 V,
which are in line with state-of-the-art values for these devices[26]. Additionally, the device is
encapsulated by thin PDMS layers, which offer an optical transparency down to wavelengths
of 240 nm[27] hence including the entire UVA and UVB spectrum. Furthermore, PDMS
provides a good adhesion to the human skin and high bendability/stretchability to adapt to the
shape of a finger, as presented in the photographs of Figure 1 (d) and Figure S2. Despite the
transistor structure comes at costs of a more complicated fabrication process compared to
passive devices as photodiodes, it offers various advantages: (i) it possesses an internal
amplification resulting in higher sensitivities; (ii) it provides the possibility to tune the
operating range of the sensor by properly setting the biasing conditions; (iii) it combines
sensing and multiplexing capabilities in one compact device structure which enables
scalability for multi-pixel applications.
The time-dependent TFT drain current (ID) serves as sensor signal in response to
illumination (with VDS = 3 V and VGS = -3 V/+3 V). Initially, the cross sensitivity of the
device for red, green, blue and UV-light is evaluated and the ID is normalized over the
corresponding light intensity (Figure S3). As expected from the IGZO band gap, the sensor
shows a larger change in ID for smaller wavelengths. Since red (λPeak,red = 623 nm), blue
(λPeak,blue = 470 nm) and green (λPeak,green = 525 nm) wavelengths are smaller than the band gap
of a-IGZO (λbandgap,IGZO = 406 nm), the sensor response at such wavelengths is attributed to
light absorption at defects located either in the a-IGZO and/or at the Al2O3/IGZO interfaces[28].
Nevertheless, the change in ID is 220, 3600 and 37600 times larger for the UV-light,
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compared to blue, green and red light, respectively. Therefore, the interference through the
visible light spectrum can be considered negligible. In agreement with previously reported
works[20], the measured relaxation time of the drain current in darkness after exposure is about
8-12 hours. Such long retention offers valuable and enduring information about the exposure
history but prevents the acquisition of information regarding the instantaneous light intensity.
Figure 2 (a) introduces and describes a new measurement technique that overcomes
the abovementioned issues and provides information on both cumulative and instantaneous
exposure to UV-light. The VGS, is modulated with a rectangular-shaped signal. Without
illumination, the drain current shows almost static plateaus which are responding in phase
with the gate modulation. Under illumination, the drain current ID contains two components:
ID = ID,stat + ΔID,trans

(1)

(i) a static response ID,stat which is caused by the shift of the threshold voltage (see Figure S4
for a representative shift of the transfer characteristic) and accounts for the illumination
history; (ii) a transient response ΔID,trans which occurs when switching VGS from negative to
positive and whose peak height (at constant measurement frequency) is related to the actual
UV-intensity and is independent of the illumination history. The accumulated UV-dosage
value is stored in the baseline (ID,stat) with a retention time of hours. Figure 2 (b) shows an
extract of the measurement for two different UV-intensities. The transistor is biased with
VDS = 3 V and additionally a rectangular AC modulation of VGS (-6 V/+6 V) at 100 mHz and
zero DC component is applied. A complete measurement example can be found in Figure S5.
Figure 2 (c) shows a magnified view of the measurement and highlights the two components
of the raw signal: transient response exclusively due to the instantaneous illumination (top of
the figure) and a fit of the static response which is the result of the illumination history
(bottom of the figure). The dependence of the peak height on the light-intensity is estimated
by repeating the experiment with intensities ranging from 0.2 to 2.4 mW·cm-2. Figure 2 (d)
presents the resulting linear dependence. The sensitivity S is defined as
6

S = δΔID,trans / δUV-intensity

(2)

, resulting in a value of 4.14 µA/(mW·cm-2).
For flexible applications, the device stability under bending is of prior interest.
Devices with similar structure, material composition and substrate thicknesses have shown the
ability to bend down to few mm radii without any significant degradation of the electrical
performance[29,30]. Consequently, the long-term mechanical stability is analyzed by repeatedly
bending-flattening the device to a tensile radius of 6 mm for 2000 cycles (corresponding
strain ε = 0.37 %) using an automated bending setup (see Figure S6 (a) in SI)[30]. The
response to 2 mW·cm-2 UV-intensity is characterized under same TFT biasing conditions
before and after the cyclic bending and the results are compared in Figure S6 (b) and (c). The
drain current response remains unchanged in height and shape after the bending tests. A
possible delamination of the Polyimide foil from the PDMS encapsulation is investigated by
stretching experiments, which demonstrates the structural stability of the sensor system even
under strain up to 25.8 % as shown in Figure S7. One should note, that just the PDMS is
stretched while the Polyimide remains as stiff island, which can be referred to approaches on
soft/hard integration in stretchable electronics[31].

Figure 3 displays a schematic explanation about the physical origin of the transient, as
well as the static UV-response of the sensor. According to previous work[16], when IGZO is
illuminated by UV-light, electron-hole pairs are generated in the semiconductor. By applying
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a negative VGS, the conduction- and valence band of the IGZO are bent upwards as illustrated
in Figure 3 (a). In this case, the generated electrons inside the IGZO are pushed away from the
gate dielectric due to the repulsing force of the electric field between gate and source and are
accumulated and trapped at the top IGZO/Al2O3 passivation interface. The generated holes are
attracted towards the gate dielectric interface. They are able to get injected into the valence
band of the gate insulator[24] due to small valence band offsets between Al2O3 and IZGO, as
well as getting trapped at the IGZO/Al2O3 interface[32]. Inside the Al2O3 they recombine with
the electrons from oxygen vacancies in the dielectric, resulting in positive charges inside these
vacancy levels. These charges lead to a persistent and negative shift of VTh and therefore to an
increased ID,stat[24]. When switching the VGS to a positive value, as shown in Figure 3 (b), the
electrons inside the conduction band of IGZO can drift into the channel area and the trapped
electrons at the IGZO/Al2O3 passivation interface are released due to the high electric field,
where they contribute to the drain current. Such electrons are responsible of the transient
peaks of the drain current ΔID,trans. The shape of the transient ΔID,trans peaks is in agreement
with previously reported stretched exponential modeling of the de-trapping process[33,34].
Though the positive charges inside the Al2O3 gate insulator and therefore the VTh shift occur
to be unaffected by the alternating VGS. Figure 3 (c) qualitatively illustrates the change in ID as
result of the charge generation-recombination and transport in the Al2O3 and a-IGZO layer for
positive and negative biasing and for constant light intensity. It is worth mentioning that for
reliable operation and for practical use cases, the device should always be powered.
Nevertheless, in the scenario of non-continuous measurements, the first ΔID,trans peak should
be disregarded and the second peak considered.
It can be concluded that the instantaneous response is due to the alternating gate
biasing which switches the device between the on and off states. As a verification different
modulation for VGS were tested. Figure S8 in the SI shows the result for a VGS having an
offset of 4 V and an AC component of ±1 V. In this configuration, the transistor is never
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switched off, thus no temporary electron storage occurs and no peak in the drain current is
observed in agreement with the above described physical mechanism.
In summary, we presented a mechanically flexible thin-film phototransistor based on
a-IGZO semiconductor whose bandgap of 3.05 eV enables the absorption of wavelengths
< 406 nm, which cover the entire UV-spectrum and are thus relevant for skincare applications.
The device architecture and a new measurement technique consisting of a rectangular
modulation of the gate-source voltage lead to a transient signal response, giving information
about the real-time UV-intensity. Simultaneously, positive charge trapping occurring in the
Al2O3 gate dielectric allows for cumulative UV-dosage measurements. The devices are
fabricated on a thin Polyimide foil and encapsulated with transparent PDMS thin films to
ensure unaltered optoelectronic functionalities even after 2000 bending cycles to a radius of
6 mm and enable compliant lamination with skin. Additionally to skin care, it would be even
possible to fabricate these devices entirely transparent[35], opening the way to the integration
into bendable edge-to-edge displays or contact lenses.

Experimental Section
Fabrication: The flexible a-IGZO TFTs are fabricated in a bottom-gate inverted
staggered configuration on a 50 µm thick flexible polyimide foil, as shown schematically in
Figure 1 (c)[29]. Contaminations and residuals are removed by cleaning the substrates with
acetone and isopropanol (in an ultrasonic bath), followed by a subsequent heating at 200°C
for 24 hours. A 50 nm SiNx buffer layer is deposited on both sides of the substrate by plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) to improve the adhesion of the subsequently
deposited materials. The gate contact is formed by 35 nm thick electron-beam evaporated Cr
which is structured by wet etching. Afterwards, a 25 nm Al2O3 gate dielectric is grown by
atomic layer deposition (ALD) at 150 °C. Next, room temperature RF magnetron sputtering
of 20 nm a-IGZO combined with wet etching are used to form the active channel area. After
9

structuring the contact vias into Al2O3 by wet etching, an electron beam evaporated Ti/Au
(10/60 nm) layer serves as source and drain electrodes. Finally, the TFTs are passivated by a
second ALD-deposited 25 nm thick Al2O3 film. For wearable, on-skin or skin-like
applications, the TFTs are transferred on a 50 µm thick spin-coated PDMS layer, wired and
further encapsulated with a second PDMS layer (50 µm thick), to achieve adhesion on human
skin as illustrated in Figure 1 (d).
Characterization: The electrical characterization (see Figure S1) is performed with a
semiconductor device analyzer (Agilent technologies, B1500A). The TFT yields a current
on/off ratio in the order of 107, a mobility of 20.07 cm2·V-1·s-1, a threshold voltage of
VTh = 0.72 V and a W/L ratio of 280/80. The time dependent TFT drain current (ID) response
to illumination is characterized at room temperature and the illumination intensity and
wavelength is varied throughout the experiments. For the light-dependent measurements,
sensors without PDMS encapsulation are used. A custom-made measurement setup is utilized,
which allows for mounting the respective LED light-sources (UV: Optosource, 260019
SERIES, peak wavelength 375 nm[36]; RGB: TTElectronics/Optek Technology OVLBx4C7
Series[37]) in a defined distance of 25 mm to the sensor, while electrically connecting the
devices with probe needles. The complete setup is placed in a dark box to avoid interferences
by ambient light. The LED-current is controlled via LabVIEW and a HP E3631 power supply
while the TFT output signals are measured with the semiconductor device analyzer.
Bending and stretching experiments: The cyclic bending is performed without incident
illumination with the setup presented in Figure S6. Here, a sample without PDMS
encapsulation is used, which is mechanically fixed on one side and clamped into a movable
support on the other side. The translatory movement of the movable part is controlled via a
step motor. Two thousand bending-flattening cycles are performed and the sensing
characteristics before and after are compared. Possible delamination of the device fabricated
on Polyimide foil from thin and soft PDMS encapsulation layers is optically analyzed while
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applying strain up to ε = 25.8 %. Experimental results demonstrate that no delamination
occurs (Figure S7).
Mounting on skin: The device in laminated on the skin with the help of a 25 µm thick
double side medical tape (Acrylic adhesive, Scapa Healthcare). The device can be removed
after use and re-used multiple times.
Supporting Information
Supporting information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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Figure 1. (a) UV- and visible light spectra and the respective absorption areas of IGZO[16],
ZnSnO[18] and ZnO[19]. (b) The spectra of the red, green, blue and UV LED light sources as
well as the optical absorption of the a-IGZO layer. (c) Schematic device cross-section with
layer stack and thicknesses of a TFT and the proposed PDMS encapsulation. (d) A real-life
application example of the TFT-based sensor. By encapsulating the sensor into PDMS, it can
placed on human skin and the wires can directly be connected to a readout device.
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic circuit diagram of the measurement protocol. VGS is modulated with
a rectangular AC signal (without DC-offset) and VDS is kept constant. ID is measured and the
resulting drain current peak heights ΔID,trans correspond to the incident UV-intensity. The
static change in drain current ID,stat represents the memory effect of UV-dosage seen by the
sensor. (b) Visualization of the a-IGZO TFT based UV-sensor response that is used for the
real-time measurement. Two different UV-intensities (0.42 mW·cm-2and 1.85 mW·cm-2) are
shown here. The TFT is biased with VDS = 3 V and a VGS (rectangular shaped, VGS = ±6 V).
Under illumination, the peak height of the temporary offset current ΔID,trans is directly related
to the UV-intensity and independent of the static ID-offset ID,stat. (c) The magnified area
highlights the two components of the sensor signal: the transient response ΔID,trans and the
fitted static response ID,stat. (d) Relation between the transient peak height of ID,trans and UVintensity at a VGS modulation frequency of 100 mHz. A linear fit is added which shows a
sensitivity of δΔID,trans/δUV-intensity = 4.14 µA/(mW·cm-2).
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Figure 3. Schematic of the photo- and interface effects in the IGZO and Al2O3 layers, as well
as in the interfaces (respective layer stack for both cases: (left) gate insulator, (middle)
a-IGZO semiconductor, (right) top passivation) under UV-illumination for two different
cases: (a) negative and (b) positive VGS. (c) The resulting change in drain current (static ID,stat
and transient ΔID,trans) due to the alternating VGS and UV-illumination is schematically shown.
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Flexible thin-film phototransistors based on amorphous Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide (aIGZO) semiconductor and a novel read-out scheme allows for both real time and
cumulative measurement of the ultraviolet (UV) light intensity. Furthermore,
encapsulation in PDMS and lamination to human skin, as well as mechanical stability of the
device is presented.
Keywords: ultraviolet light sensors (UV-sensors), amorphous Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide
(a-IGZO), flexible electronics, thin-film-transistors (TFTs)
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Transfer characteristic of the thin-film transistor (TFT)
The transfer characteristic of the a-IGZO TFT (with a drain-source voltage of VDS = 3 V) is
measured with a semiconductor device analyzer (Agilent technologies, B1500A) and shown
in figure S1. The TFT yields a current on/off ratio in the order of 107 and a threshold voltage
VTh = 0.72 V and a linear mobility of µlin = 20.07 cm2·V-1·s-1.

Figure S1. The transfer characteristic of the a-IGZO TFT (with a drain-source voltage of
VDS = 3 V).
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Placement on skin
The TFTs which are encapsulated between two PDMS layers, which offer a good adhesion to
human skin. Also, this layer offers removal and multiple time re-usage of the sensors.
Application examples are shown in Figure S2.

Figure S2. Examples for the device placement: (a) on the upper arm; (b) wrinkled on the
upper arm; (c) on the wrist.
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Light dependent measurements
The time dependent TFT drain current response to illumination (with VDS and VGS at fixed
values) is characterized at room temperature and the illumination intensity and wavelength is
varied throughout the experiments. The measurements are performed in darkness to avoid
interferences by ambient light. The UV-LED (peak wavelength 375 nm)[36] is mounted in a
distance of 25 mm from the TFT and the LED-current is controlled with LabVIEW and a
HP E3631 power supply. The response to UV-light and the cross sensitivity to visible light is
analyzed with three additional LEDs of different wavelengths (red, green, blue).

Figure S3. The response of the drain current to red, green, blue and UV-light normalized to
the respective light intensity, which shows a significantly higher response when the light
energy is larger than the a-IGZO band gap.
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The UV-light induced shift of the transfer characteristic is presented in Figure S4. With
increasing UV-intensity, a negative shift occurs.

Figure S4. Shift of the TFT transfer characteristic in dependence of the incident UV-intensity.
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The raw signal of a measurement of UV-intensities in the range of 0.2 mW·cm-2 to
2.4 mW·cm-2 is shown in figure S5. The measurement is performed with the new proposed
measurement technique at VDS = 3V and rectangular modulated VGS = -6 V/+6 V (at
100 mHz).

Figure S5. Complete measurement of the a-IGZO TFT UV-sensor at varying UV-intensities
using the novel measurement technique. The UV-intensities are applied in random order to
proof the offset independence of the extracted sensor signal. Furthermore, it is visible, that
the increase in ID,stat is a cumulative effect depending on the applied UV-intensity.
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Bending and stretching Experiments

Figure S6. (a) Setup for automatized cyclic bending of the devices. (b) A single transient peak
from a measurement of the a-IGZO TFT based UV-sensor exposed with 2 mW·cm-2 UVintensity before and after 2000 bending cycles down to a tensile radius of 6 mm. The peaks
are normalized to their corresponding baselines. (c) Averaged evaluation of the ΔID,trans peakheights (at 2 mW·cm-2 UV-intensity) before and after bending. The slight offset shift is most
probably attributed to a small change in the LED-to-sensor alignment due to mounting and
unmounting the devices for the cyclic bending.
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Figure S7. Stretching experiment for the device encapsulated in PDMS. The PDMS layer is
clamped into two adjustable supports, which can be moved accurately by micrometer screws.
To analyze possible delaminating of Polyimide from PDMS, the devices are stretched to
ε = 25.8 %. By optical observation, no delamination or breakage occurred.
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Further measurements

Figure S8. The response of the TFT to 1.54 mW·cm-2 UV-illumination biased with a
rectangular modulated VGS at 100 mHz with an DC offset of 4 V and a peak-to-peak voltage
of 2 V. With this configuration no transient current peaks occur as VGS is always above VTh.
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